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Editorial
Welcome to the first issue of  Marginal Utility for 2015, a student-driven publication 
that looks at topical and fascinating issues in the world of  economics. 

Over the recent months, we have seen many developments and events on the 
international stage, ranging from the set up of  the Chinese-led Asian Infrastructure 
Investment Bank to the unpredictable plight of  global oil prices. Austerity remains 
the prevalent topic of  discussion in Europe, especially in the light of  the upcoming 
British Election. 

In this issue we have a collection of  articles which look into this international state 
of  affairs, including a rescue program for Greece, problems with China’s 
governmental and economic system, and the infamous global oil prices. With the 
recent study by Oxfam, we also delve into the issues surrounding global inequality, 
and how to successfully deal with this.

On a more local level, in the New Zealand economy we have seen upbeat growth 
indicators despite near-zero inflation and inflation expectations. The NZ dollar 
almost reached parity with the Australian dollar, and Auckland house prices have 
continued to rise in light of  John Key’s denial of  them being overvalued. The 
Reserve Bank seems likely to keep the OCR constant for a while in order to put 
inflation back into the policy targets of  1-3%, as the economy sees inward 
migration and booming construction in Christchurch as strong indicators for 
growth in the near future. 

However, in this issue we also have articles looking into the more different aspects of 
economics. Through the lens of  behavioural economics, we look at a phenomenon 
called “inflation compensation degradation”, and through game theory analysis we 
investigate the Cuban Missile Crisis of  1962. We have also introduced a new 
feature called Bookshelf, which looks at popular economics books that have been 
recently published. 

Here at King’s, we have an exciting new opportunity in the Phillips Society. I 
personally encourage you to take a look at what it is about, and hopefully get 
yourself  involved in it as much as possible.

We hope you enjoy reading this publication, and would welcome any feedback that 
you might have.

Martin Luk – Editor
m.luk@kings.net.nz

mailto:m.luk@kings.net.nz
mailto:m.luk@kings.net.nz
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For the good part of  this twenty-first century, China 
has been the growing economic superpower set to dominate 
the world economy. In recent years however, we have come 
to see a slowing down of  growth rates, an increase in 
pollution, and persistent problems with corruption and 
social order which have begun to reveal some of  the faults 
in the Chinese economic machine. There have been many 
explanations for this, ranging from the government's 
authoritarian rule, to the greediness of  hungry Chinese 
entrepreneurs. In my opinion, the three most worrying 
factors which are contributing to these cracks in China are 
its selective authoritarianism, its failing education, and its 
corruption. 

The term "selective authoritarianism" (coined by 
Chinese civil society expert Yiyi Lu from the Wall Street 
Journal) refers to the way the Chinese government focuses 
on controlling behaviour seen to be politically sensitive, but 
otherwise does not care much about moral or social order. 
Take for example its "Great Firewall" of  internet 
censorship: say anything against the government and it will 
get censored immediately, but say something racist against 
African nations and nobody will take it down. Not only 
does this apply to the Internet, this disparity of  control can 
be seen in the lack of  serious effort to police uncivilised acts 
such as littering and vandalism. The consequence is simply 
that police officers begin to lose power when trying to arrest 
people for being uncivilised, as there have already been 
numerous stories of  police suffering from abuse. This is one 
of  the most plausible explanations for the lack of  
enforcement of  environmental laws, food safety regulations, 
and general social stability that we see in China, and is one 
of  its biggest threats to long-term economic and social 
growth. 

Another factor influencing China's growth is the 
quality of  education. Across the country, there has been an 
increasing mismatch between the technology, managerial, 
and innovative skills required to survive in the global 
economy, and the content that children are being taught in 
school. This decelerating productivity can be seen in its 
high expenditure on research yet relatively low output of  
innovation. The cause of  this can be traced back to schools, 
as a 2013 survey by MyCOS Research Institute of  150,000 
graduates found that numerous skills needed in the 
corporate world (including management, negotiation, 
trouble shooting and analysis) were not taught in school. 
The education system is very theoretical and exam-
oriented, and analysts say that this huge emphasis on test 
scores discourages creativity and critical inquiry. The low 
incomes of  teachers do not help the cause either. 

The final hurdle is the way the Chinese government is 
dealing with corruption. It is widely regarded that 
corruption exists in the complicated political and business 
relationships that are ubiquitous in Chinese culture, and 
President Xi Jinping has made a public effort to reduce this.  
However, this attempt to reduce corruption has thorns in 
itself. There have been questions of  whether Communist 
party solidarity is being undermined as Mr. Xi keeps 
officials on constant warning, and businesspeople regularly 
say that officials are becoming slower to sign off  projects 
out of  fear of  being accused for corruption. It is this high 
inertia of  cultural and social reform that poses difficulties 
for China to maintain its tremendous growth rate that it has 
enjoyed over the past few decades.

THE CRACKING CHINA
MARTIN LUK - MARSDEN HOUSE
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“The richest 1% of  people will now own half  of  the 
world’s wealth”. 

A new study by the anti-poverty charity Oxfam has 
revealed that soon the richest 1% will own more wealth 
than the other 99% of  the global population. This 
revelation has been featured in headlines across the world, 
and sparked a global outrage against inequality among the 
masses. While 1 in 9 people do not have enough to eat, 
and more than a billion people still live on less than $1.25-
a-day, the rich just seem to be getting richer. So, why 
exactly is the wealth gap widening so fast, and are there 
any ways to slow it down?

It is important to consider the issue of  inequality from 
a New Zealand perspective. Until the 1980s, New Zealand 
used to be one of  the most equal countries in the world. 
However, government regulation has allowed inequality in 
New Zealand to rise at a rate faster than anywhere else in 
the developed world. This has had a devastating effect on 
the poorer half  of  the population, who do not have 
sufficient funds to obtain a higher tier education and 
healthcare – thereby becoming trapped in the poverty 
cycle.  Evidently, an economy with high inequality is a lot 
less effective due to a large social divide and inefficient 
allocation of  labour. The New Zealand government must 
invest in the lower income groups to encourage long term 
growth of  the economy, by designing and implementing 
targeted income redistribution policies.

Rising entrepreneurs in developing countries such as 
China, India and Brazil have contributed significantly to 
the widening of  the wealth gap on a global scale. The 
extent of  global inequality has been described as “simply 
staggering”, and it is estimated that the 80 richest people 
own more than the poorest half  of  the world’s population. 
Oxfam and other international organisations are calling 
for an international response to this rapidly growing 
problem, advising governments to take a 7-step approach 
to reduce inequality. This recommends measures ranging 
from an increase in minimum wages, greater investment in 
public services, to stricter penalties on corporate tax 
evasion. It is hoped that these measures will lessen the 
impact of  inequality.

Extreme inequality is not just bad news for those at 
the bottom; it has a harmful effect on the economy as a 

whole. A large social divide slows down economic growth 
by discouraging business confidence. Inequality is robbing 
millions of  people of  basic necessities, and provoking 
crime, corruption and in some cases even violence. The 
director of  Oxfam claims that “failure to tackle inequality 
will set the fight against poverty back decades.” Although 
tackling inequality is an expensive process, it is a necessary 
to act immediately to prevent the problem from getting 
worse. 

Inequality isn’t necessarily a bad thing at mild levels. 
As argued by Thomas Piketty, inequality is only a natural 
part of  a capitalist system. It can, at mild levels, encourage 
businesses and motivate the general population to work 
harder and achieve at their full potential. However, the 
level of  inequality has now gone out of  hand; it is essential 
that governments across the world take action immediately 
to stop inequality going out of  control, to ensure a fairer 
world for us all.

BRIDGING THE GAP
AMAY AGGARWAL - PEART HOUSE
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The most deadly weapons that humans have created 
are the most powerful assurances of  peace. A poignant 
example is that of  the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962. How 
are we still alive today, when we came so close to the 
destruction of  the world? The economic phenomenon of  
game theory can give insight into this.  

In October 1962, a US spy plane discovered missile 
sites under construction in Cuba, which were within range 
of  the USA and had the potential to destroy the country. 
This sparked a crisis, to which President Kennedy had two 
viable responses. He could attack Cuba, either through a 
military intervention or an air strike. This would result in 
heavy casualties and possible Russian retaliation. 
Alternatively, he could make a peaceful stand by 
implementing a naval blockade. This would prevent Russia 
from delivering more missiles to Cuba, alleviating a crisis. 

Russia also had two alternatives in the situation. They 
could either withdraw their Cuban missiles, resulting in a 
compromise, or ignore the blockade, maintaining their 
missiles and delivering more. The actions of  the two states 
can be shown in the following table. The numbers 
represent what the states gain, with 1 being the minimum 
and 4 being the maximum. 4,2 represents a gain of  4 for 
USA, and 2 for Russia. 

RUSSIARUSSIA

USA

Withdraw 
Missiles

Maintain 
Missiles

USA
Blockade 3, 3 

(Compromise)
2, 4 (Russia 

wins)USA

Attack 
(airstrike/
military)

4, 2 (USA 
wins)

1, 1 
(Nuclear 
disaster)

Under classic game theory, where decisions are made 
simultaneously and independently, an attack should have 
been inevitable. Russia has the incentive to deliver the 
missiles to the attack position if  the USA implements a 
blockade, as this results in a maximum gain. Similarly, the 
USA has an incentive to initiate an air strike if  Russia 
withdraws. Both have the incentive to avoid disaster by 
choosing to withdraw if  the other state attacked. Thus 
neither 3,3, nor 1,1, is stable, and equilibrium can only 
result at 2,4 and 4,2.  

However, both the USA and Russia made decisions 
sequentially, and by anticipating how the other party would 
react. Thus we must extend the model in order to explain 
the events. This is known as the Theory of  Moves – states 
‘move’ through scenarios by taking into account the future 
events. 

As peaceful and diplomatic alternatives were more 
desirable, Kennedy initially chose to implement a naval 
blockade (while also preparing for an air strike to legitimize 
the threat). Imagine Russia reacted by choosing to continue 
delivering their missiles, to reach 2,4. The USA would 
retaliate by implementing the air strike resulting in 1,1. 
However, this would not be damaging, as Russia would be 
forced to withdraw to avoid a nuclear disaster. The result 
would be a win for the USA, at 4,2. This would not have 
been desirable for Russia.

In order to avoid this outcome, Russia chose to withdraw 
their missiles, moving to the compromise of  3,3. The game 
ended here. This is because the USA would gain nothing 
by changing their strategy. They could have chosen to 
switch to an air strike, however they knew that Russia 
would retaliate by delivering their missiles, resulting in the 
threat of  a 1,1 disaster. This would have forced the USA to 
move back to a blockade, resulting in the scenario of  2,4, 
which was not desirable to them.  

Although this is a theoretical construct, and many 
other factors contributed to the eventual outcome, it gives 
insight into the decision making of  both states that led to a 
compromise. After Russia turned their ships back, they 
negotiated a deal in which they would dismantle the 
weapon sites in Cuba, provided the USA agreed not to 
invade Cuba. It was accepted by both parties, and the 
nuclear crisis was averted. 

This application of  game theory continues to be 
relevant to international relations today. Russia’s illegal 
actions in Ukraine and the United States’ military response 
is reviving Cold War conflicts, and may see a repeat of  
high stakes decisions involving the threat of  nuclear war. 
Whether leaders are able to anticipate and avoid disaster, 
as in the Cuban Missile Crisis, remains to be seen. 

GAME THEORY AND THE COLD WAR
AMANDA NGO - TAYLOR HOUSE
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Inflation Compensation Degradation (Say it)
I understand that it is a mouthful, but let me explain. 

Inflation compensation degradation (ICD) is the tendency 
of  the consumer to unnecessarily forfeit on the quality of  
the goods and services that they buy, in a behavioural 
response to changing price levels.

To put it simply, here’s a practical scenario. A can of  
soft drink costs $1 at the dairy, and you have $1 to spend, so 
you buy it. Simple. Next week the can costs $1.50, and you 
now have $1.50 to spend. Now although you could be 
tempted to buy it, you will kick up a stink about the fact 
that you will have to pay more for it if  you buy it, even 
though it will still take up the same portion of  your 
spending money, and you may switch to the smaller or 
worse tasting can of  soft drink, in order to spend less.

Now apply this to a yearly scenario, but without such a 
large percentage rise. We’ll call the price of  the can going 
up “inflation” and we’ll say that you have maintained the 
same “real income” because your income (spending money) 
has risen at the same rate as inflation. Now according to 
rational economics, you won’t argue, but be perfectly 
content in the fact that you are getting the same goods and 
services for (technically) the same real price to you. So why 
is it that instead of  considering all the factors in our lives 
that influence how we consume, we are so sensitive to the 
number on the price tag on the bottom of  the shelf ?

There are multiple theories, one being how we look at 
prices. An increase by 20 cents from $3.50 will not do 
much, however, an increase from $3.90 will break the $4 
mark, and stir a much larger response, which small goods 
vendors like cafés and supermarkets struggle with and is 
commonly why we see so many goods now that companies 
set to X dollars and 99 cents.

Another theory being the theory of  loss aversion. This 
theory was first demonstrated by Amos Tversky and Daniel 
Kahneman, Israeli-American mathematical physiologists. It 
showed that humans tend to prefer avoiding losses to 
acquiring gains, and is used extensively in marketing and 
behavioural economics. The best example of  this tying in 
with ICD, are the plastic bags in supermarkets that cost 10 
cents each, explained brilliantly by Dan Ariely, a renowned 
behavioural economist and author. Consider the average 

food bill to be $150. “Pak n save” started charging for bags 
in the North Island in 2007, and the number of  plastic bags 
used cut down to a third of  the original, as customers used 
canvas substitutes. Does it not seem odd that such a small 
cost to us creates such a big response?

Due to the irrational incentive in our minds convincing 
us to purchase the good for the same price, we can be 
manipulated by the market very easily. It seems to be that 
when firms raise prices, we dislike it more than we 
rationally should. To compensate, what they can do, is 
degrade the product. Instead of  raising the price of  that 
can of  soft drink, the drink company can fill it with cheaper 
chemicals. Although our irrationality perceives this as a 
better alternative, it shouldn’t have to be told that this is by 
far a worse option for our health. As seen on “Fair Go” in 
mid March, firms can even hollow out the bottom of  jam 
jars, or pour in less cereal, without letting consumers know, 
but maintain the same price.

The open market is a wonderland of  consumer 
manipulation, where companies will do everything they can 
to gain profit. After all, that is the main rational goal of  any 
firm. Unfortunately it’s a but hard to re-wire our instincts to 
remove loss aversion, and anyway, in a lot of  cases it is 
preferable to have. The only option for consumers now is to 
be slightly more conscious of  the quality of  products they 
spend their incomes on.

INFLATION COMPENSATION DEGRADATION (SAY IT)
JAKE McCONNELL - GREENBANK HOUSE
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One of  the biggest influences in the global economy 
over the past 12 months has been the falling price of  Crude 
Oil. Its effects vary between countries dependent on oil 
consumption and production, however it has given rise to 
issues such as predatory pricing and deflation. The 50% 
fall in prices have economists around the world considering 
its causes and forecasts for the future.

Cheap Crude Oil has a transparent positive effect for 
New Zealand. Firstly, it has a direct relation with lower fuel 
prices, which means more disposable income in consumers’ 
pockets. This extra income is estimated of  having a 0.8% 
increase in private consumption, which will provide a boost 
to many NZ industries. Secondly, these low prices are 
keeping inflation incredibly low in both the domestic and 
global economy. With house price inflation forecast to 
accelerate to 7.5% in 2015 and the Christchurch quake-
related building activity set to peak, it is a surprise to some 
that the NZ inflation rate is 0.8%.

These low inflation figures are mirrored across the globe.

February 2015 - 
Annual Inflation 

Rates

February 2015 - 
Annual Inflation 

Rates
USA -0.1

Germany 0.09

Japan 2.4

Australia 1.7

New Zealand 0.1

However there are winners and losers due to the price 
received for the commodity. For net oil producers such as 
Russia and Canada they will suffer, whilst net oil 
consumers like NZ and Japan are better off. This last year 
has also brought about high competition between oil 
producing countries. The drop in oil prices is due to the 
supply side, where the market dominators, Saudi Arabia, 
have engaged in predatory pricing. Due to their ease of  
extraction and their ability to hold large capacities of  oil, 
they have flooded the market causing the price to decrease. 
The advantage they get would be a larger market share, 
due to other countries being driven out of  the market. 

Countries such as the US who use expensive and difficult 
methods such as ‘fracking’ to extract oil, are struggling to 
compete on the global market.

A major risk that comes with lower oil prices is 
deflation. In Europe, falling energy prices could give the 
expectation of  deflation, which may force the European 
Central Bank to raise interest rates to an already shaky 
economy. When you raise interest rates, it causes a 
contraction of  demand in the economy, so this will not be 
good for the low inflation rate either.

External factors in the Middle East including the air 
raids between Saudi Arabia, Yemen and Iran will 
contribute to the price of  oil. As fears grow that the civil 
war in Yemen will spread to oil-rich Saudi Arabia, prices 
have inflated by 6% in the week since the media shared it 
and will continue to fluctuate until the political unrest and 
violence is settled.

The forecast for the future of  oil prices is on the 
upward trend. As shown in the Westpac prediction of  
Dubai oil prices, by 2017 the price should be back up to 
US$85/barrel. This can be due to US producers investing 
in new technology and additional oil rigs to match the 
increasing demand for energy. Also, as Saudi Arabia pulls 
back their supply to match demand, the equilibrium will 
show a higher price.

Source: Westpac - Economic Overview February 2015

GLOBAL OIL PRICES
SHAAN KESHA - PEART HOUSE
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There are a number of  problems facing Greece’s anti-
austerity party Syriza. The party came to power on the 
election promise of  reducing Greece’s debt burden and to 
liberate Greece from the Troika - the ECB, the IMF and 
the European Commission. However the extension 
recently granted to Greece will take place only within the 
framework of  the existing arrangement. The budgetary 
targets for 2015 and 2016 have kept the economy stuck in 
recession.

• The Greek economy has contracted by 30% since 2008. 
• 25% of  the workforce are officially unemployed
• 50% of  those under 24 years of  age are unemployed
• 40% of  Greek children live below the poverty line.
• Money has been flowing out of  the economy leaving the 
banking system on the verge of  collapse.

As with the Keynesian doctrine, Syriza’s solution in to 
create effective demand by pumping money into the 
system. One economics professor at the University of  
Athens called it “pure Keynesian policies. The big question 
is where will the money come from although some seem to 
think that it can raise revenue from tackling corruption and 
tax evasion. The latter is widespread in Greece amongst 
the upper-middle class and the very rich - the top-most 
bracket of  households and businesses are responsible for 
80% of  the total tax debt owed to the government. 

Greece’s creditors were mostly European banks, which 
had, in part, used public bailout money following the 2008 
credit crunch to scoop up Greek bonds. For example, 
French and German banks were on the books for thirty-
one and twenty-three billion euros, respectively. The troika 
stepped in during the spring of  2010, and again in 2012, to 
orchestrate bailouts of  the Greek government, offering two 

hundred and forty billion euros in loans in exchange for a 
drastic reduction in government spending and other 
measures to make the Greek economy more competitive. 
Grexit

The conventional wisdom is that returning to the 
drachma would be a catastrophe for Greece. There are 
pros and cons to this decision - the following would be 
concerns about returning to the drachma:

• an immediate devaluation; 
• the value of  savings would tumble; 
• the price of  imported goods would soar. 

However on the positive side of  things you would get the 
following:
• Greek exports would become cheaper 
• Labour costs even more competitive. 
• Tourism would likely boom. 
• Regaining control of  its monetary and fiscal policy for the 
first time since 2001
• It would give Greece the chance to deal with its economic 
woes. 

Other countries that have endured sudden 
devaluations have often found that long-term gain 
outweighs short-term pain. When Argentina defaulted and 
devalued the peso, in 2001, months of  economic chaos 
were followed by years of  rapid growth. Iceland had a 
similar experience after the financial crisis. The Greek 
situation would entail an entirely new currency rather than 
just a devaluation.

One of  the most acrimonious comments that have 
come from Greece’s creditors is the subject of  Greek 
pensions. Greece spends 17.5% of  their GDP on them 
whilst Germany spends 12.3% of  GDP. Furthermore with 
the Germans pushing through a pension reform raising the 
retirement age from 65 to 67 they are less likely to be 
sympathetic to a country whose workers retire at an earlier 
age and on a generous pension.

This conflict is as much about the ideology of  austerity 
and whether smaller countries  will have a meaningful say 
in their own economic fate. However one needs look back 
in history to remember that in debt-saddled Weimar 
German, humiliation and dispossession festered until it a 
gave rise to the rise of  the Nazi party. Greece’s neo-nazi 
party won the third greatest number of  parliament seats in 
the last election. 

Source: New Yorker

SYRIZA’S RESCUE PROGRAMME FOR GREECE “ PURE KEYNESIAN 
POLICIES” 
MARK JOHNSTON - ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT
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The Phillips Society  is named after the famous New Zealand Economist Bill Phillips. His 
best-known contribution to economics is the Phillips curve which looked at the relationship 
between rates of  unemployment and wage growth. He also designed the MONIAC 
hydraulic economics computer in 1949 which has been restored and is in the Reserve Bank 
Museum in Wellington.

Business is everywhere in our world. Restaurants, supermarkets, movie theatres; no matter in 
what field your career lies, economics, accounting and business will inevitably touch you. Yet 
it is difficult to learn about this fundamental part of  our society through textbooks. 

The Phillips Society is for those who are interested in Business, Economics or Accounting 
and want to extend themselves by connecting their knowledge with how the world functions. 
The Society will host speakers who are experts in their field: successful entrepreneurs, CEOs 
of  banks, or leading economists. It will create opportunities to probe into why and how people 
succeed in these areas, and be a platform to discuss and explore opinions, theories and ideas that interest you.  

These events will give you an advantage both within school and afterwards. The real-world insights will give context to your 
academics, and you will be able to develop networks with role models that can help you when you leave school. 

There will be applications to attend sessions with each speaker. Keep an eye out for these opportunities, which will extend 
and inspire you. 

For further details contact Amanda Ngo - a.ngo@kings.net.nz

mailto:a.ngo@kings.net.nz
mailto:a.ngo@kings.net.nz
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BOOKSHELF- RECENTLY PUBLISHED ECONOMICS BOOKS
Here are five popular books on economics that have been published recently.  The reviews come from Amazon.com
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Capital in the Twenty-First Century
By Thomas Piketty

Thomas Piketty's "Capital in the Twenty-First Century" is a brilliant analysis of  the long term 
distribution of  income and wealth. The book draws on reams of  data from the United States 
and numerous other countries.The sheer quantity of  data that underlies Piketty's conclusions 
is unprecedented, and as a result his work deserves a great deal of  credibility.

Piketty’s major conclusion can be summarized very briefly: he has found that, over the long 
run, the return on capital is higher than the growth rate of  the overall economy - sccumulated 
and inherited wealth becomes a larger fraction of  the economic pie over time. Piketty argues 
that the reduction in inequality in developed countries after World War II was a "one-off" that 
was driven entirely by political choices and policies.

Flash Boys: A Wall Street Revolt
by Michael Lewis

Flash Boys is about a small group of  Wall Street guys who figure out that the U.S. stock 
market has been rigged for the benefit of  insiders and that, post–financial crisis, the markets 
have become not more free but less, and more controlled by the big Wall Street banks. 
Working at different firms, they come to this realization separately; but after they discover one 
another, the flash boys band together and set out to reform the financial markets. This they do 
by creating an exchange in which high-frequency trading—source of  the most intractable 
problems—will have no advantage whatsoever.

GDP: A Brief  but Affectionate History
by Diane Coyle

Why did the size of  the U.S. economy increase by 3 percent on one day in mid-2013–or 
Ghana’s balloon by 60 percent overnight in 2010? Why did the U.K. financial industry show 
its fastest expansion ever at the end of  2008–just as the world’s financial system went into 
meltdown? And why was Greece’s chief  statistician charged with treason in 2013 for 
apparently doing nothing more than trying to accurately report the size of  his country’s 
economy? The answers to all these questions lie in the way we define and measure national 
economies around the world: Gross Domestic Product. This entertaining and informative 
book tells the story of  GDP, making sense of  a statistic that appears constantly in the news, 
business, and politics, and that seems to rule our lives–but that hardly anyone actually 
understands. 

How to Speak Money: What the Money People Say–And What It Really Means
By John Lanchester

To those who don’t speak it, the language of  money can seem impenetrable and its ideas too 
complex to grasp. In How to Speak Money, John Lanchester — author of  the New York 
Times best-selling book on the financial crisis, I.O.U.—bridges the gap between the money 
people and the rest of  us. With characteristic wit and candor, Lanchester reveals how the 
world of  finance really works: from the terms and conditions of  your personal checking 
account to the evasions of  bankers appearing in front of  Congress. As Lanchester writes, we 
need to understand what the money people are talking about so that those who speak the 
language don’t just write the rules for themselves.

Why Nudge?: The Politics of  Libertarian Paternalism
by Cass R. Sunstein

Based on a series of  pathbreaking lectures given at Yale University in 2012, this powerful, 
thought-provoking work by national best-selling author Cass R. Sunstein combines legal 
theory with behavioral economics to make a fresh argument about the legitimate scope of  
government, bearing on obesity, smoking, distracted driving, health care, food safety, and other 
highly volatile, high-profile public issues.
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